
Take the reader on an epic journey, exploring new horizons –
be they historical or geographical
Explore the themes of courage, endurance and
resourcefulness
Allow readers to connect with a different reality or culture
Keep a reader turning the pages from the very start to finish
not only due to the story, but also the excellent writing

Adventure Writing #1: The Basics

You can, in your story, go back in time. You can, if you wish, go
forward in time. You can go somewhere that exists now but which
is far away. You can go to an imaginary realm. You can use any
‘genre’ you like, such as fantasy, sci-fi, western, thriller, etc. As long
as you adhere to our basic guidelines below, your story can go
anywhere!

Ask yourself what the essential ingredients of a great adventure
story are. Are they an impossible quest? Action? Romance?
Insurmountable odds? A pacey plot? Danger?

A great adventure story often contains all these elements and
many more besides, but the most important thing in any
adventure story is the feeling of being on an epic journey. In
Wilbur Smith's stories, we have travelled with Sean Courtney
across southern Africa during the gold rush and the Boer War. We
have explored Egypt’s treasures with Taita. We have combed the
Indian Ocean for Cayla Bannock with Hector Cross. A great
adventure story is a journey so compelling that we have no choice
but to get on board.

We expect a true adventure story to:



Adventure Writing #2: Setting

Next, decide on your setting. You may wish to choose a place that
will challenge your characters, and force them to show the
courage and endurance an adventure story requires.

You can use sensory language to evoke and describe your setting
Tell the reader what you / they can see, smell, taste, hear, touch.

(Additionally, you can include organic sense: what happens inside
the body, and kinaesthetic sense: the body in motion.)

Our example:
 
SEE: Trees tangle their branches everywhere, green leaves like a
million hands moving in the breeze.
SMELL: Delicious perfume from hidden flowers fills the air. 
TASTE: The scent is so strong it is like eating an invisible
doughnut, my mouth is full of the rich stink.
HEAR: Beyond the sound of wind is the whirr and chatter of living
things - bugs, snakes, monkeys maybe.
TOUCH: I’m afraid to touch anything but the leaves crowd in as I
walk, they are on my face and in my hair like many curious hands.
ORGANIC: My heart is racing like a wild animal running for its life.
KINESTHETIC: The wind growls, and then pounces into my face!

Where are we? Yes, a forest. But we don’t need to say we're in a
forest or jungle, because the writing clearly shows where we are.
Don’t TELL your reader - SHOW them!



Captain Hook, from Peter Pan
Hermione and Ron, from the Harry Potter series
 Cruella de Vil, from 101 Dalmations
 Glenda the Good Witch of the North, from The Wizard of Oz
 Matilda, Miss Honey, and Miss Trunchbull, from Matilda

Adventure Writing #3: Characters

Generally, we see four types of character in a story. They are:

Main character (hero) (can be male, female, non-binary, human,
animal, object, robot, etc.)
Friend - helps and supports the hero on their adventure
Teacher - helps the hero, but in a more challenging way
Enemy - hinders the hero and tries to stop them 

Think about the following. Which of the four character types are
they? What makes them successful as characters?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Think about your characters before you write. You don't need to
include all four types in a short story, but you will need a hero and
you might want to include a villain.

To help evolve your villain, you can create a 'wanted' poster for
them. Draw / write about your villain on a sheet of paper with
'WANTED' written at the top. Some ideas to write about:

What’s their name?     What do they look like?
Distinguishing physical features?     Catchphrase?
What crime(s) did they commit?



Adventure Writing #4: Plot

Generally in an adventure story:

The main character needs to accomplish something
The enemy tries to stop the main character from doing this
The main character needs courage to overcome the enemy
The hero wins over the enemy

You need to plot out your story
Use the story mountain below to plan your adventure:

Think about:
What does your hero want? Are they on a quest? A journey?
How does the enemy try to stop them?
Think about the stories you love, too. How are they plotted out?

Now write your story ‘climax’. What’s the most exciting scene in
your entire story? Perhaps the hero struggles and almost gives up
(dilemma), perhaps they do nearly fail, perhaps they meet the
villain… Think about the climax of your tale and write it down.
Include action, description, and dialogue if you need to.



Adventure Writing #5: Openings

How to write well:
Vary your sentence length
Keep an even pace generally
Build the pace up (get faster) when exciting things happen
Hook the reader in at the start - make a statement, ask a
question, begin with action, describe your setting beautifully.

You can begin a story with action, dialogue, a statement, a
question, writing about the character, sharing the setting -
anything you like at all!

Write the opening line(s) to your adventure story now.

Try to make it interesting, make it original, and make it so that the
reader HAS to keep reading! Read some other opening lines to
inspire you, e.g.
All children, except one, grow up. (Peter Pan)
Dorothy lived in the midst of the great Kansas prairies, with Uncle
Henry, who was a farmer, and Aunt Em, who was the farmer's wife.
(The Wizard of Oz)

Why are these openings so interesting? Which one do you prefer,
and why? 

Experiments with different openings to your story.

Now, piece together all the different elements from these
worksheets and put your adventure story together.


